
Gnome Hunt
1. Start at Friendship center and wander northeast towards arrowhead but stop to hear a gnome tell a 

joke! What is A maize -ing to a gnome?  Corny jokes                                                                                      
What color is this gnome’s shirt?  ____________________

2. The next gnome can be found past the milkweed & at the cross roads of the trail ….  Across from the trail 
that  goes to What color is this gnome’s shirt? 

____________________

3. Keeping heading down the gravel trail to the next set of signs! Travel toward north along a gravel trail,  & 
spot the gnome before the small path that leads to 
What color is this gnome’s shirt?         ____________________
4. Now hoof it down that small path to that neighboring campsite mentioned above… Turn right at the 
platform tents and head to the gravel road and search for a gnome along this rocky road. 
What color is this gnome’s shirt? ______________________________
5. Next gnome is worth going Gaga over RIGHT away!  Head north to have a ball! 
What color is this gnome’s shirt?     _______________________
6. This gnome was left to make up its mind so he choose to compromise & picked the middle of the road. 
What color is this gnome’s shirt? _______________________
7. Ring a Ding Ding! Come and get it! At the campers Old Dining Hall, this bird watching gnome is listening for 
the bird whip-poor-will song. What color is this gnome’s shirt? _______________________
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8. Take the Gold Award project trail to the campsite named for Robin in Objiwe.  Trek past all the platform 
tents, the old skating rink and exit south out of Opeechee where no gnome should be LEFT behind.  What 
color is this gnome’s shirt?_______________________
9. Don’t wait for Easter. Bugs and Peter say hop as fast as you can to find this gnome.
What color is this gnome’s shirt? _______________________

10.  This gnomie likes to hang with his homie at the
What color is this gnome’s shirt? _______________________

11. It is time to return where you came, head west down the trail towards Friendship Center.  Past 
Troophouse, down the hill,  the last gnome many not be seen RIGHT away! But over time like good 
friendships you will see how amazing they can be!  What color is this gnome’s shirt? __________________

12. Counselors-in-Training love to stand out! Can you find this decorated gnome hidden along the trail?
What color is this gnome’s shirt? __________________

13. Trek past the Backwards Bridge and explore the resident camp staff’s favorite trail. Can you find 
Potato’s gnome? What color is this gnome’s shirt? _________________

This next gnome we don’t know where he roams but fill in the blank  
Make friends but keep the old … one is silver and the other is _______ ( gnome)

Did you find our secret camp gnome? 
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Find the Gnomes & Color Their Shirts
One gnome likes to roam… 

Can you find the one that has a shirt that’s color is …..
one is silver and the other is __________ !
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